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Make a complaint / Your personal information concerns / Personal information complaint

Make a complaint about personal information
Share

If you have an impairment and might need a service adjustment, please let us know.

About your complaint
What is your complaint about? *
Accessing my personal information
The way an organisation is handling/processing my personal information

What is your complaint? The organisation ... *
won't delete or remove information it holds about me
won't correct information it holds about me
keeps contacting me for marketing purposes
keeps making automated decisions or profiling me
has lost personal information, or hasn't kept information secure
has used my personal information without my consent
has used my personal information in a way I didn't expect
won't let me move my data to another service provider
Something else

Please give details *
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Since 6th April 2017 I have been aware of ebay systems limiting the turnover on my
ebay account to exactly £85,000 per year, the UK VAT threshold. This covers the
whole four and a half period, not any particular sample year or period.
Since 6th April 2019 I have been VAT registered. I have entered all details into ebay
systems, and I have made many different attempts to communicate this.

Supporting document *
Browse… ebay_vat…_ml.pdf Cancel
We'll need a copy of letters or emails you've sent to the organisation, and any responses from them.
Please only send the most relevant documents. Maximum of four files. If we need more, we'll ask you
to provide it later. We accept Word, Excel and other Microsoft Office files, Open Office, txt, pdf and
image files. Up to 1.5 MB each

Supporting document type *
Complaint/request to organisation about how my information is being handled/processed

Add another

Document 2 *
Browse… ebay_dpa_1.pdf

Cancel

Supporting document type *
Request for my personal data

Add another

Document 3 *
Browse… ebay_fin…e_1.pdf Cancel

Supporting document type *
Response from organisation

Add another
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Document 4 *
Browse… ebay_lev…ges.pdf Cancel

Supporting document type *
Other

Supporting evidence summary
1) The irrefutable fact that my annual ebay turnover remains at exactly £85,000
+/1% taken as an overall average from 6th April 2017, the very date when HMRC
made online marketplaces theoretically responsible for unpaid VAT by their sellers.
2) Many more incidental occurrances and numerical analyses fully detailed in
Document 4.

What more could the organisation you're complaining about do to resolve your
complaint? *
1) Disclose the data requested in Document 2 which was received and replied to by
the ebay DPO.
2) Remove the undisclosed turnover capping system which is incorrectly applied to
my ebay account as requested in Document 1, which was delivered by hand to
Murray Lambell, VP of Ebay UK, Eve Williams, Chief Marketing Officer of Ebay UK,
Bradford Shellhammer, VP of Buyer Experience and GM eBay NYC, and Kate Dudley,

Organisation your complaint is about
Organisation name *
Ebay UK

Organisation address
If you know it

Search for an address
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Street
Ebay (Uk) Limited
1 More London Place

Town or city
LONDON

County

Postcode
SE1 2AF

Country
United Kingdom

Contact name
Data Protection Officer
Full name of the person you have contacted at the organisation, if you have one

Email
ebaydpo@ebay.com
Of the organisation or the person you contacted, if you have one

Phone

Number of the person you spoke to, if you have one

About you
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First name *
Henry
The name of the person completing this form. We need your name, even if you're acting on behalf of
someone else

Last name *
Walmsley

I'm acting on behalf of someone else
I/person making this complaint was 17 or under
Tick if the person making the complaint was aged 17 or under at the time they made their request or
complaint to the organisation. We use this to understand if the complaint relates to the rights of
children

Your email *
vila_nestor@hotmail.com
The address you want us to use for correspondence about this complaint

Confirm email *
vila_nestor@hotmail.com

Your address
Optional. We'll only use this to contact you about your complaint

Search for an address
Henry J. Walmsley

Street
14 Anderby Road
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Town or city
Southampton

County
Hampshire

Postcode
SO16 9PN

Country
United Kingdom

Phone
02381 785329
Optional. Useful if we need to contact you about this concern

Declaration
I understand that the ICO may need to share the information I have provided so
they can look into my complaint, and have indicated any information or documents
that I don't want the ICO to share. I understand the ICO will keep the information
relating to my complaint, including any documents for two years, or longer if
necessary. If I am making a complaint on someone else's behalf, I confirm that I
am allowed to act on their behalf. *

Submit

English

Subscribe to our e-newsletter
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Listen or translate
English

The UK’s independent authority set up to uphold information rights in the public
interest, promoting openness by public bodies and data privacy for individuals.
© Copyright Privacy notice Cookies
Disclaimer Publications Accessibility

Contact us

0303 123 1113

All text content is available under the Open Government Licence v3.0, except where otherwise stated.
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